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ABSTRACT
Online Learning Environments (OLEs) provide learners and
facilitators with an ever-increasing collection of tools for
group collaboration and communication. This unfortunately
also means an ever-increasing number of information sources
to track and manage. This papers describes an attempt
to integrate both synchronous (chat) and asynchronous (fo-
rum) communication systems in an OLE. An experimental
system was designed to look and function like a social net-
working system that gives users a constant stream of no-
tifications of new activity. It was expected that advanced
users, such as Computer Science students, would feel more
comfortable when using such a system. Feedback from users
indicates that some users do indeed accept the new approach
readily and most users are able to identify with the social
networking approach taken in the system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 [Information Systems Applications]: Communi-
cations Applications; H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and
Presentation]: Group and Organization Interfaces; K.3.1
[Computers and Education]: Computer Uses in Educa-
tion—Collaborative learning

General Terms
Design, Human Factors

1. INTRODUCTION
Online communication takes many forms depending on ap-
propriateness to task and the facilities available in a particu-
lar environment. In Online Learning Environments (OLEs),
this typically includes mailing lists, chat rooms and discus-
sion fora. Mailing lists and discussion fora are meant for
asynchronous communication, where users post messages at
different times and not all users are online at the same time.
In such systems, each post potentially leads to replies and
posts can be archived for future reference. In contrast, chat
rooms are meant for synchronous communication, where a

group of participants is simultaneously online and each posts
his/her comments in real-time. Both of these approaches
to communication are group-based, thus supporting group-
based learning in large classes.

In a learning environment this split modality of communica-
tion is not necessarily desirable as learners need to keep track
of two streams of conversations that may have a bearing on
classroom-related tasks. It is common for questions to be re-
peated in chat rooms and fora because individual students
may place more emphasis on one or the other. FeedChat
was therefore designed to address this problem by providing
a combination of a chat room and forum as a single commu-
nications mechanism for students.

To avoid the difficulty of students needing to learn a new and
foreign paradigm for communication, FeedChat was mod-
elled on the notion of a newsfeed, as provided by many so-
cial networking systems and news websites. Rather than
move student communication into a social networking sys-
tem, communication in the learning environment was mod-
eled on current practices in social networking so students
would be familiar with it.

This paper presents the design of the FeedChat system and
discusses the reactions of students to this unusual commu-
nication system.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Social networking environments emphasize the integration
of content from different internal and external sources. This
is accomplished using techniques that are broadly named
Web 2.0 [3]. This includes: thin clients based on AJAX
[1], using Web Services for client-server communication; and
feeds (lists of items) using RSS [4] for everything that is
potentially useful to users.

Facebook1 and Twitter2 are two of the most popular so-
cial networking applications, and are exemplars of the types
of interaction available. Facebook provides each user with
a rich online profile that may contain text and multimedia
such as photographs, and the key notion of a user-specifiable
textual status. Users then are connected to other users di-
rectly (as friends) or indirectly (via groups and shared ap-
plications). In order for a user to keep track of the statuses
and comments of others, all updates are gathered into a

1Website: http://www.facebook.com/
2Website: http://www.twitter.com/



central user-specific news feed that is the first page a user
sees upon logging in. Twitter focuses on allowing users to
specify a textual status and update it regularly. Users may
subscribe to (follow) the status updates of other users via
a feed similar to Facebook’s. In both Facebook and Twit-
ter, comments/statuses from users appear in reverse chrono-
logical order, with a text box at the top to add new com-
ments/statuses.

Traditional pre-Web 2.0 applications behave somewhat dif-
ferently. In discussion fora, users are able to post messages
to a specific topic area or group. Posts and their replies
within a single thread usually are sorted in chronological or-
der so a single thread of conversation can be read top-down,
with a text box to add to the thread at the bottom. PH-
PBB3 is a popular open source tool implementing such a
discussion forum system. In chat rooms, users typically see
a list of comments that scroll upwards, and are able to add
a message at the bottom of the screen. Most OLEs (e.g.,
Sakai4) have some form of chat room embedded within the
application. Chat rooms are well established as a conse-
quence of popular client-server protocols such as Internet
Relay Chat [2] and XMPP [6]. Figure 1 illustrates the end-
user interfaces of a typical PHPBB discussion forum and
Sakai chat room.

There is a subtle but definite disconnect between the distinct
and separate services of traditional communication systems
and the integrated world view presented in a social network
feed. FeedChat attempts to provide a merger of the tradi-
tional communications systems (chat and forum) but within
a single environment, using the familiar user interface struc-
ture of a social networking application with its Web 2.0 lean-
ings.

3. DESIGN OF FEEDCHAT
3.1 Requirements
FeedChat is meant to look like a news feed of comments from
students, but have the behaviour of a real-time chat room.
The following is a list of the features that were deemed nec-
essary for the system to be useful to students who are ac-
customed to other online communication tools:

• The most recent messages appear at the top of the
screen, with the comments in reverse chronological or-
der. This is because the most recent discussion is prob-
ably of greatest interest to students.

• All messages are persistent so students may easily re-
fer back to past conversations. This is unlike most
chat room technology where it is not possible to ac-
cess archives of prior conversations.

• The list of messages are updated in real-time as new
messages are posted by students. Thus a student need
not reload the page to see new activity and the system
can be used like a chat room.

• The messages are partially threaded so discussions with
a related theme or replies to a question still main-
tain their associations, unlike in a chat room. Replies

3Website: http://www.phpbb.com/
4Website: http://www.sakaiproject.org/

may only be added to the main post, and not to other
replies - this keeps the user interface simple.

• Only the most recent messages are displayed, with an
option to display older messages on demand. This re-
duces the bandwidth requirements of the client appli-
cation.

• Users are alerted when others respond to their ques-
tions or comment further on discussions they are in-
volved in. This ensures that the poser of a question
is notified when her/his question is answered, without
her/him having to constantly scroll down to the orig-
inal message. There is a link for the user to navigate
directly to this discussion.

• Users may have a profile picture or avatar for easier
identification of users/conversations.

• Announcements are assigned a special status within
the system such that they are persistent and given a
higher priority than other messages. They are dis-
played in a separate box in the user interface.

Figure 2 shows the user interface for the FeedChat applica-
tion. The left pane displays messages in reverse chronologi-
cal order. The link to add messages causes a form to appear
at the top of the page, wherein users can type a new mes-
sage. The Reply links function similarly, except the forms
are at the bottom of each thread. On the right-hand-side,
announcements are at the top, followed by a list of notifica-
tions and users who are online.

As a compromise between chat rooms and discussion fora,
new FeedChat discussions are added to the top of the list
but replies to existing posts are added to the bottom of the
respective posts.

3.2 Technical Details
FeedChat was implemented as a client-server Web-based ap-
plication using AJAX/Javascript [1] for a thin browser-based
client and Perl+Mysql for the server. The client contains all
the user interface logic while the server manages the data
and provides a Web Service interface for communication.

The biggest difficulty with such Web applications is the lack
of persistent connections to a server. This persistent con-
nection is necessary for a real-time chat facility. FeedChat
uses the Comet [5] programming technique to simulate this
functionality using long-lived connections. A client makes a
request and, if the server does not yet have data to formu-
late a response, the server waits until data is available before
responding; the client then processes the data and immedi-
ately makes another request to the server. The Feedchat
server polls its database once every second for new messages
- thus any new messages will be sent to online users within
1 second. The server always times out after 60 seconds, so
if a user closes his/her browser, the virtual connection ter-
minates within 60 seconds.

To maintain a list of online users, every request from a user
causes the updating of a timestamp. Every response then
contains a list of all users with timestamps within the last



Figure 1: Sample chat room (Sakai) and discussion forum (PHPBB) (with student names anonymised)



Figure 2: Feedchat user interface (with student names anonymised)



Table 1: Web Services provided by FeedChat server

Function Name Description

getFirstMessages get initial view of most current mes-
sages, announcements and notifica-
tions

getMoreMessages get next batch of messages, an-
nouncements or notifications

getOneMessage get a single message in response to
user clicking on a notification

postMessage post a message, reply or announce-
ment

minute. This results in the list of online users being at most
inaccurate by a minute, which is arguably a reasonable ap-
proximation.

Messages, announcements and notifications are all inter-
spersed in a transaction-oriented manner. The client ap-
plication processes each differently and makes updates to
the relevant pane when one of the appropriate data types is
received.

Definitions of the functions provided by the Web Service
interface are listed in Table 1.

4. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
The system has been in use in a first year Computer Science
course for just over one month. There are approximately
300 users, almost all of whom claim to have had some ex-
perience with social networking sites such as Facebook. In
analysing the usage of the system, there are multiple sources
of evidence.

4.1 Online feedback
Students commented in the system itself about its features
when it was first launched. These comments took on 3
flavours:

• Some students were very positive about the system and
liked it a lot.

• Some students were very negative about the system
because it was considered to be substantially different
from the previous chat room and discussion forum.
This was an unexpected reaction and could indicate
that some students prefer stability over the possibility
of a more integrated communications medium.

• Some students were reserved in their comments and
suggested that the system needed mechanisms to search
messages, edit messages, etc. It is important to note
that no such features were available in the old chat
room and students have never commented on that be-
fore. This change may be because students identify
more with the style of the interface and therefore un-
derstand the possibilities in relation to social network-
ing sites.

4.2 Survey of students
A short online survey was conducted among the students in
the class to get a sample of their opinions on the system. All
students were invited to participate and 25 responses were
obtained in a 2-day period.

Most of the respondents (84%) had used computers for more
than 6 years and only 1 user had used computers for less
than 3 years. 17 users had used chat rooms for at least 3
years and 14 users had used discussion fora for at least 3
years. All respondents had used Facebook for more than a
year, implying that they had all used it prior to coming to
university.

Users were asked which FeedChat features they had used.
More than 80% of respondents had viewed messages and
navigated through the interface using the links provided.
Approximately 70% had posted a message or replied to a
message from another student.

Users were asked if they understood the features of the sys-
tem. 72% understood how the notification system worked
but only 40% realised that the system worked in real-time.
This was confirmed in the following question where users
were asked how well FeedChat met its design goals of a
multi-purpose communication tool. 44% of users thought
that the system was average or below-average as a chat
room. In contrast, 60-70% of users felt that the system
was at least ”good” as a threaded discussion forum, feed or
general-purpose merged communication platform.

The students were finally asked for general comments. The
responses mirrored those on the site (some positive, some
negative, some asking for more features). Two students
asked for better usability and two asked for a means of cat-
egorising/searching through the data. One student com-
mented on the system’s inability to work properly on par-
ticular computers.

4.3 Reflections on changes in communication
While FeedChat was designed to operate as a chat room,
students are very wary of posting messages and most mes-
sages are class-related. It was expected that students would
post more messages but this has not been the case. There are
more questions than would have been asked in the discussion
forum, but there are fewer discussion threads than occurred
in the old chat room. This unexpected phenomenon needs
to be investigated more thoroughly.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The development of an integrated chat room and discussion
forum has potential to change the way students commu-
nicate in OLEs. Social networking has imposed its stamp
on most prospective Computer Science students before they
arrive at university - so it seems sensible that students will
identify with the mode of communication used in social net-
working.

The initial results of observing student interaction point to
a number of useful and unexpected outcomes. Firstly, while
an unconventional interface is interesting and exciting to
some students, others prefer what is well known and well-
understood. Secondly, once students categorise the system



as one that falls within the social networking paradigm, their
expectations are different - they expect more advanced fea-
tures of such a system than one that is obviously Web 1.0!

Current work focuses on making the system more cross-
platform and prettier as well as incorporating more advanced
social networking features (e.g., a tag cloud) that will make
navigation easier for students. In addition, the layout of the
system is being redesigned to provide the look and feel of a
chat room to emphasize this aspect of the system.
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